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WELCOME
Welcome to Artici Bil ingual Books, where language

learning meets the magic of storytelling. 

At Artici , we're passionate about bridging linguistic
barriers and fostering a love for languages
through our collection of bil ingual literature. 

Our mission is simple: to provide language learners
at beginner and intermediate levels with engaging
resources that facil itate language acquisit ion in

an enjoyable and immersive way.



we're thrilled to present our
collection of bil ingual short
story anthologies, carefully
curated to cater to learners of
all ages and language
proficiencies. 

Each story in every anthology
is crafted with precis ion and
care, offering readers a diverse
array of genres and themes to
explore.

From heartwarming tales of
friendship to gripp ing adventures,
there's something for everyone.

Whether you're embarking on
your language learning journey
for the first time or looking to
expand your linguistic horizons,
our anthologies are designed to
support your growth and
progress every step of the way. 

So grab a copy, dive into the
world of bil ingual literature,
and let the adventure begin!
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At Artici Bil ingual Books, we're
proud to offer a diverse array
of languages to cater to
learners around the globe. 

Our collection spans eight
languages, including French,
German, Italian, Dutch, Swedish,
Danish, Norwegian, and Polish. 

Each language opens a door to
a rich tapestry of culture,
h istory, and literature,
providing learners with a
unique opportunity to explore
the world through language. 

Whether you're drawn to the
romance of French, the
precis ion of German, the
elegance of Italian, the melodic
tones of Dutch, the
Scandinavian charm of Swedish,
Danish, and Norwegian, or the
complexity of Polish, our
collection has something for
every language enthusiast. 

Dive into our multil ingual
library and embark on a
journey of linguistic discovery
today!

LANGUAGES



At Artici Bil ingual Books, we believe in
making language learning accessible to
everyone, which is why our publications
are available in multiple formats. 

Whether you prefer the tactile experience
of tradit ional print books or the
convenience of digital ebooks, our
collection is readily accessible. 

You can find our titles in all good
bookstores. Addit ionally, our ebooks are
available in online bookstores, allowing
you to download and enjoy them instantly
from the comfort of your own home. 

Furthermore, we're proud to partner with
libraries to ensure that our books are
accessible to communit ies everywhere,
providing learners with the opportunity to
borrow and explore our titles at their
leisure. 

With our commitment to accessib il ity, we
strive to make the joy of bil ingual
literature readily available to all.

ACCESSIBLE
LANGUAGE LEARNING
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Immerse yourself in our carefully
curated collections, specially designed
for French language learners. Each
story is a window into the richness of
the French language and culture,
offering readers captivating insights
into thrill ing narratives and enchanting
worlds. Whether you're a beginner or
aiming to refine your language skills,
our anthologies promise an
unforgettable reading experience and
guaranteed progress in your French
learning journey. 



FRENCH

THE MYSTERIES OF
THE LOST PASTRY

THE TALES OF
ARTISTS’ STREET

THE DANCE OF THE
FIREFLIES

THE COLORS OF
THE RAINBOW



FRENCH

DEATH IN
NOVEMBER
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Immerse yourself in the rich tapestry of German
literature as you explore our diverse
collection of short stories that capture the
essence and charm of the language. Whether
you're just beginning your language learning
adventure or seeking to deepen your
proficiency, our anthologies offer an array of
stories to captivate and inspire. From
imaginative tales to contemporary narratives,
each story offers a unique glimpse into German
culture and society, making language learning
a rewarding and immersive experience. Get ready
to explore the picturesque landscapes and
vibrant cit ies of Germany through the pages of
our short story anthologies and embark on a
thrill ing linguistic adventure!



GERMAN

SOMETHING ABOUT
LOVE

THE SMALL JOYS
OF EVERYDAY LIFE
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Embark on a captivating linguistic
journey through the Dutch language with
our anthologies of short stories for
Beginner and intermediate Dutch language
learners. Each collection of short
stories is meticulously curated to
showcase the depth and diversity of
Dutch storytelling, whilst supporting
immersive language learning. From the
whimsical tales of folklore to the
thought-provoking narratives of
contemporary life, these stories offer a
glimpse into the heart and soul of Dutch
language and culture. 



DUTCH

HOT CHOCOLATE
AND A RAINBOW

THE SILENCE OF
LONGING

THE CLOUDS AND
THE MOUNTAIN
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Prepare to be transported to the sun-
kissed landscapes and bustling piazzas
of Italy as you delve into the pages
of our Italian short story
anthologies.  These stories offer a
glimpse into the diverse tapestry of
Italian culture, exploring themes
ranging from love and loss to polit ics
and societal nuances.  Whether you're
just starting your language journey
or aiming to enhance your proficiency,
our anthologies provide a diverse
collection of stories to captivate and
stimulate Italian language learners of
all ages.



ITALIAN

THE TRAVELER
AND THE WITCH

MAGIC AMONG THE
PAGES

ELEVEN AUNTS AT
THE TABLE
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Our Swedish short story anthologies
encapsulate the essence of Scandinavian
storytelling, offering a rich tapestry of
narratives steeped in Nordic tradit ion and
modern sensib il it ies. These collections
serve as windows into the diverse
landscapes, cultures, and emotions that
define Sweden's literary landscape. From
the haunting mysteries of the northern
wilderness to the intimate complexit ies of
urban life, each story unveils a spectrum
of human emotions with finesse and depth,
whilst providing an immersive language
learning experience for beginners and
intermediate level learners.



SWEDISH

A DAY IN THE LIFE
OF A SWEDISH

CYCLIST

THE SCHOOL FOR
LAZY TEA
DRINKERS
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our anthologies of danish short
stories are designed for beginner and
intermediate language learners of all
ages. 
Each anthology presents a mosaic of
narratives, exploring the complexit ies
of human experience and the cultural
nuances of Denmark. From tales of
love and loss to poignant reflections
on society, our Danish short story
anthologies invite readers on an
immersive journey through the heart of
Danish storytelling.



DANISH

THE LOST SOCK
DETECTIVE

AGENCY

THE PIANO IN THE
SHADOWS

THE ENDLESS
HOURS OF LIFE

AN EVENING BY
THE RIVER
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Within the pages of our anthologies,
you'll discover a tapestry of
narratives woven with the threads of
Norwegian culture, history, and
imagination. From the haunting
landscapes of the fjords to the
bustling streets of Oslo, each story
offers a glimpse into the diverse
voices and perspectives of Norwegian
literature. From beginners to
intermediate language learners, our
anthologies promise to captivate and
inspire readers as they expand and
improve their Norwegian language
skills.



NORWEGIAN

THE ECCENTRIC
EXPATS OF OSLO

LIFE ALONG THE
LINDEN TREES

TRACKS IN THE
SNOW

THE STREET THAT
KNEW TOO MUCH



NORWEGIAN

THE DAY IT
SNOWED IN

SUMMER
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From timeless tales to contemporary
works, the short stories in our
Bil ingual Polish anthologies provide a
diverse array of narratives, themes,
and styles. Whether discovering
folklore, exploring the human
condit ion, or delving into the
complexit ies of modern life, our Polish
short story anthologies promise to
enchant and enlighten readers whilst
providing an immersive language
learning experience for beginners and
intermediate language learners of all
ages.



POLISH

WAITING FOR THE
SUNBEAM



ARTICI BILINGUAL BOOKS
www .ar t i c i books . com

ava i l a b l e  i n  a l l  good
books tor e s


